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Abstract

We have studied the mutually perturbing 33PX=0(v = 32,J = 19) � 31PX=1(v = 6,J = 19) levels of NaK that are coupled together by
the spin–orbit interaction. We note that this coupling is nominally forbidden by the DX = 0 selection rule for spin–orbit perturbations.
However 33P levels labeled by different values of X are mixed by rotational coupling; i.e. the 33PX levels are best described by a coupling
scheme intermediate between Hund’s cases (a) and (b). Thus the 31PX=1 level couples to the 33PX=0 level via the small admixture of
33PX=1 character in the latter. The 33PX=0(v = 32,J = 19) � 31PX=1(v = 6,J = 19) f symmetry pair is of particular interest since it
appears to be very close to a 50–50 mixture of triplet and singlet character, and the splitting between these levels provides a direct mea-
sure of the 33P � 31P spin–orbit coupling constant. On the other hand, excitation spectra of the 33PX=0(v = 32,J = 19) �
31PX=1(v = 6,J = 19) e symmetry pair through the mixed ‘‘window’’ levels 1(b)3PX=0(v = 17,J = 18,20) � 2(A)1R+(v = 18, J = 18,20)
display dramatic quantum interference effects associated with ‘‘singlet’’ and ‘‘triplet’’ excitation channels. Almost complete cancellation
for populating one or the other of the two upper states is observed for excitation from the predominantly triplet members of the window
level pairs.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Alkali diatomic molecules have long been an active test-
ing ground for theoretical quantum chemistry codes and
are of current interest for cooling and trapping studies.
Heteronuclear alkali molecules have permanent dipole
moments and are, therefore, of particular interest because,
in principle, they can be oriented in an optical lattice [1–7].
In our laboratory at Lehigh University we have carried out
a series of high-resolution spectroscopic studies of various
excited electronic states of the heteronuclear alkali dia-
tomic molecule NaK [8–17]. We have been particularly
interested in the fine and hyperfine structure of these states
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and how variations in these structures with vibrational and
rotational quantum numbers reflect changes in the elec-
tronic wavefunction with internuclear separation.

Spin–orbit interactions coupling individual levels of sin-
glet and triplet states result in levels of mixed singlet-triplet
character. Such mixed levels are important since they can
be used to gain access to higher alkali triplet states. The
‘‘perturbation-facilitated optical-optical double resonance’’
(PFOODR) technique, pioneered by Li and Field [18], is
based upon pumping mixed singlet–triplet ‘‘window’’ levels
(most often coupled levels of the A1R+ and b3P0 states)
from the singlet ground state and then probing from these
window levels to higher triplets. PFOODR spectroscopy
has been used to obtain detailed information on both
homonuclear and heteronuclear alkali diatomic molecule
triplet states including hyperfine structure [19–46]. The
spin–orbit interactions themselves are also of interest since
they provide an important mechanism for collisional exci-
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tation transfer between various atomic and molecular
states.

Quantum interference effects are also of current interest
and can be observed in atomic and molecular systems
whenever there is more than one quantum mechanical
pathway leading to the same final state [47–52]. Such inter-
ference effects form the basis of many interesting phenom-
ena including most quantum control schemes [53–64].

In the present work, we investigate the spin–orbit inter-
actions between the 31PX=1(v = 6) and 33PX=0,1,2(v = 32)
levels of NaK. All three components of the 33P state are
perturbed by 31P levels at different values of J, and the
33PX=0(v = 32,J = 19) � 31PX=1(v = 6,J = 19) f symme-
try pair is an almost perfect 50–50 mixture of singlet and
triplet character. We analyze these data to determine the
33P(v = 32) spin–orbit coupling constant and the
33PX=1(v = 32) � 31PX=1(v = 6) spin–orbit interaction
parameter. We also observe dramatic quantum interference
effects when we excite the 33PX=0(v = 32,J = 19)
� 31PX=1(v = 6,J = 19) e symmetry pair from mixed
1(b)3PX=0(v = 17,J = 18,20) � 2(A)1R+(v = 18,J = 18,20)
intermediate state window levels. Analysis of the construc-
tive and destructive interference of the singlet and triplet
channels allows us to determine the upper and intermediate
state mixing amplitudes, the ratio of the singlet to triplet
channel dipole matrix elements associated with this excita-
tion step, and the ratio of the singlet to triplet radiative
decay rates out of the upper states.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the experimental setup. The data and analysis leading to
the determination of the NaK 33P � 31P spin–orbit
interaction parameter and other molecular constants are
described in Section 3. Quantum interference effects in
the excitation of the 33PX=0(v = 32,J = 19, e) �
31PX=1(v = 6,J = 19, e) levels is discussed in Section 4.
Finally, a few concluding remarks can be found in
Section 5.

2. The experiment

The optical–optical double resonance (OODR) experi-
mental setup has been described in detail in Ref. [12] and
is shown in Fig. 1 of that reference. A mixture of sodium
and potassium metals is contained in a five-arm, stainless
steel heat pipe oven that is heated to a temperature in the
range 330–360 �C to produce a vapor of NaK molecules
(in addition to atomic sodium and potassium and Na2

and K2 molecules). Argon gas, in the pressure range 0.9–
2.5 Torr, is used as a buffer gas to keep the hot alkali vapor
from reaching the oven windows.

We use a single-mode cw dye laser (the ‘‘pump’’ laser—
Coherent model 699-29) to excite NaK molecules from a
selected ro-vibrational level of the molecular ground state
1(X)1R+ to the ‘‘intermediate state’’, which is a level of
the 2(A)1R+ electronic state or a level with mixed
1(b)3PX � 2(A)1R+ character [8,9,12,14,15]. The mixed
levels 1(b)3PX(vb,J) � 2(A)1R+(vA,J), often called window
levels because they allow access into the triplet manifold
of states, occur when nearly degenerate levels of the two
electronic states, with the same rotational number J, are
coupled together by the spin–orbit interaction. Once a par-
ticular intermediate state is located, the pump laser is
adjusted to the transition frequency and fixed.

A single mode cw Ti:Sapphire laser (the ‘‘probe’’ laser—
Coherent model 899-29) is used to further excite the mole-
cules from the intermediate state to a level of the upper
state, which can be either the 31PX=1 or the 33PX=0,1,2

state, or to a level with mixed 33PX=0,1,2 � 31PX=1 charac-
ter. The upper levels radiate down to the 1(a)3R+ state and/
or the 1(X)1R+ state. As the Ti:Sapphire laser is scanned
over transitions to levels of the upper states, we monitor
bound-free 33PX fi 1(a)3R+ fluorescence in the green part
of the spectrum or bound-bound 31P1 fi 1(X)1R+ fluores-
cence in the violet (excitation spectra) using a Hamamatsu
R-928 photomultiplier tube (PMT) equipped with appro-
priate filters.

The dye laser is calibrated by comparing laser-induced
fluorescence from an iodine cell with lines listed in the I2

spectral atlas [65]. The Ti:Sapphire laser is calibrated using
optogalvanic spectra from a hollow cathode lamp contain-
ing neon gas. We believe that upper state level energies are
measured to within an absolute accuracy of �0.02 cm�1.
Relative energies, such as splittings between hyperfine com-
ponents, can be measured with a much higher precision,
which we estimate to be 0.001 cm�1 (30 MHz).

3. NaK 33P � 31P spin–orbit coupling

Fig. 1b shows excitation spectra associated with the
NaK 33P0(v = 32,J = 19, f) � 31P1(v = 6,J = 19, f) ‹
2(A)1R+(v = 16, J = 19) ‹ 1(X)1R+(v = 0,J = 20) OODR
transitions. Levels of the upper P states (K = 1) are doubly
degenerate due to lambda doubling. The e and f symmetry
components are typically separated from each other by
energies on the order of 10�3–10�2 cm�1 or less, due to
small interactions with remote states. All levels of the
1R+ states have e symmetry, and for the data shown in
Fig. 1b we only access f symmetry levels of the upper states
due to the selection rule e M f only for DJ = 0 transitions,
while e M e, f M f, but e f for DJ = ±1 transitions.

Because of the DS = 0 dipole selection rule and the fact
that the intermediate state 2(A)1R+(v = 16,J = 19) is a
fairly pure (i.e. relatively unperturbed) singlet level, we
know that the upper levels must possess substantial singlet
character. On the other hand, the dominant hyperfine
interaction in all alkali molecules is the Fermi contact inter-
action bFI Æ S. And because both upper levels display
appreciable hyperfine structure and broadening we there-
fore know that both upper levels must also possess signifi-
cant triplet character (i.e. have some amplitude
corresponding to S „ 0).

In fact, the spectrum shown in Fig. 1b displays two mir-
ror image lines of nearly equal intensity and almost exactly
the same hyperfine splittings. We therefore conclude that
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Fig. 1. NaK PFOODR excitation lines recorded as the probe laser frequency is scanned while total bound-free 33P0 fi 1(a)3R+ (green) or bound-bound
31P fi 1(X)1R+ (violet) fluorescence is monitored. (a) 33P0(v = 32,J = 18, e) � 31P(v = 6, J = 18, e) ‹ 2(A)1R+(v = 16,J = 19) transitions (with green
fluorescence detection); (b) 33P0(v = 32,J = 19, f) � 31P(v = 6,J = 19, f) ‹ 2(A)1R+(v = 16,J = 19) transitions (green); (c) 33P0(v = 32,J = 20,
e) � 31P(v = 6,J = 20, e) ‹ 2(A)1R+(v = 16,J = 19) transitions (green); and (d) 33P0(v = 32,J = 19, f) � 31P(v = 6,J = 19, f) ‹ 2(A)1R+(v = 16,J = 19)
transitions (violet).
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each of these two upper levels is an almost perfect 50–50
singlet/triplet mixture. (Later we will present evidence ver-
ifying this conjecture.) We carried out calculations based
on the published molecular constants of the NaK 31P state
[11,66] and the reported levels of the NaK 33P state
(EPAPS Table 2 of Ref. 15) which indicate that the unper-
turbed 31P1(v = 6,J = 19) and 33P0(v = 32,J = 19) levels
should indeed be nearly degenerate and lie at the appropri-
ate energy necessary to identify them with the levels
observed in the figure.

Figs. 1a and c show the 33P0(v = 32, J = 18, e)
� 31P1(v = 6, J = 18, e) ‹ 2(A)1R+(v = 16, J = 19) and
33P0(v = 32, J = 20, e) � 31P1(v = 6, J = 20, e) ‹
2(A)1R+(v = 16, J = 19) excitation spectra. Here we popu-
late upper state levels of e symmetry since the probe tran-
sitions involve DJ = ±1. Again we note that from an
intermediate singlet level it is only possible to observe
upper levels possessing some singlet character. The levels
with predominant triplet character are weak in these scans
because the mixing here is much less than in the J = 19
pair, due to the fact that the mutually perturbing J = 18
and J = 20 levels are much further separated in energy than
the J = 19 levels.

Spin–orbit coupling between levels of the 31PX=1 state
and levels of the 33PX=0 or 33PX=2 state with the same
J value is nominally forbidden by the DX = 0 selection
rule for spin–orbit perturbations. However 33P levels
labeled by different values of X are mixed by rotational
coupling; i.e., the 33PX levels are best described by a
coupling scheme intermediate between Hund’s cases (a)
and (b). Thus a 31PX=1 level can couple to 33PX=0,2 lev-
els via the small admixture of 33PX=1 character in the
latter.

Because both members of the 33P0(v = 32,J = 19, f) �
31P1(v = 6,J = 19, f) level pair appear to be almost perfect
50–50 singlet/triplet mixtures, it can be assumed that the
corresponding unperturbed levels (i.e., those that would
be observed if the spin–orbit coupling could be turned
off) must be almost exactly degenerate. In such a case, it
is straightforward to diagonalize the 2 · 2 Hamiltonian
matrix and show that the perturbed (measured) levels will
be separated in energy by

DE¼ 2jh33P0ðv¼ 32;J ¼ 19;eÞjH SOj31Pðv¼ 6;J ¼ 19;eÞij
� 2jHSOj: ð1Þ

In the present case we find DE = 0.0397 cm�1 and therefore
|HSO| = 0.0199 cm�1. If we write the wavefunction of each
33P level using a Hund’s case (a) basis:

jWi ¼ a0j33PX¼0i þ a1j33PX¼1i þ a2j33PX¼2i; ð2Þ

we can relate the 33PX=1(v = 32) � 31PX=1(v = 6) spin–or-
bit interaction constant n to the measured |HSO| value by
the 33PX=1 amplitude, a1, in the level that we nominally
identify as 33PX=0(v = 32,J = 19, f), i.e.,

jnj ¼ jH SOj
ja1j

: ð3Þ

Energies of a number of 31PX=1(v = 6,J) and
33PX=0,1,2(v = 32,J) levels were measured using
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several pure singlet intermediate states 2(A)1R+(vA,J 0) and
several mixed singlet/triplet intermediate states
1(b)3PX=0,1,2(vb,J 0) � 2(A)1R+(vA,J 0). These 31P1(v = 6,J)
and 33P0,1,2(v = 32,J) level energies are listed in a table,
which is available electronically in the JMS Supplementary
materials [67], along with pump and probe laser frequen-
cies and energies of the ground state level involved in each
OODR transition.

We carried out a full deperturbation of the
33PX=0,1,2(v = 32) � 31PX=1(v = 6) system using the
deperturbation program LSQ [68]. The full
33PX=0,1,2(v = 32) � 31PX=1(v = 6) Hamiltonian matrix
can be written in the following form:
ð4Þ
Here the subscripts S and T stand for singlet and triplet
and x ” J(J + 1). In addition, Tv is the band origin (elec-
tronic plus vibrational energy), Bv is the rotational con-
stant, and Dv and Hv are the centrifugal distortion
constants for each state. Av is the 33P state spin–orbit con-
stant, n is the 33P � 31P spin–orbit coupling constant and
qv is the 31P K-doubling constant. k is a parameter that is
equal to 0 for f parity levels and 1 for e parity levels. Other
small terms, including K-doubling (o,p,q parameters) for
the 33P state, hyperfine structure, spin-rotation coupling,
and spin-spin interactions, are neglected.

The deperturbation program allows some parameters to
be fixed, while others are varied. Initial values of the fitted
parameters are chosen and the matrix is diagonalized sepa-
rately for each value of J. Calculated level energies are then
compared to the measured energies and the parameters are
varied until the calculated and measured energies agree in
the least squares sense. In our present work we fixed the spec-
troscopic constants Tv, Bv, Dv, and qv of the 31P(v = 6) state
to the values reported in the erratum to Laub et al. [11] (but
corrected for the slight difference between the ground state
constants of Ross et al. [69] and the more accurate, recent
values of Russier et al. [70]). In general, the 31P state con-
stants of Pashov et al. [66] are probably superior to those
of Laub et al., but the latter were chosen for the present work
because they cover the same range of vibrational and rota-
tional levels as those investigated here and are also based
upon the same calibration. In the first step of the fitting pro-
cedure, the 33P � 31P spin–orbit coupling parameter n was
fixed at zero and the spectroscopic constants Tv, Av, Bv, Dv,
and Hv of the 33P(v = 32) state were varied to give the best
fit of the 33P level energies. The fitting program output pro-
vides the squares of the 33P rotational mixing amplitudes a0,
a1, and a2 [see Eq. (2)]. We used the value of a1 (0.3476) for
the level with predominant 33PX=0(v = 32,J = 19, f) charac-
ter and the value of |HSO| obtained from the
33P0(v = 32,J = 19, f) � 31P1(v = 6,J = 19, f) data as
described above in Eq. (3) to determine the magnitude of
the coupling parameter



Table 1
Molecular constants describing the NaK 31PX=1(v = 6,J) and 33PX=0,1,2(v = 32,J) rotational levels and their spin–orbit coupling

31PX=1(v = 6,J) constants and the 33PX=1(v = 32) � 31PX=1(v = 6)
spin–orbit interaction constant (not varied in fit)

33PX=0,1,2(v = 32,J) constants
(varied in fit)

T vS¼6 ¼ 25820:411 cm�1 T vT¼32 ¼ ð25826:868� 0:003Þ cm�1

BvS¼6 ¼ 0:054458 cm�1 BvT¼32 ¼ ð0:047401� 0:000016Þ cm�1

DvS¼6 ¼ 3:295� 10�7 cm�1 DvT¼32 ¼ ð1:8432� 0:0135Þ � 10�6 cm�1

qvS¼6 ¼ 2:0� 10�5 cm�1 HvT¼32 ¼ ð1:4949� 0:0159Þ � 10�10 cm�1

|n| = (0.0572 ± 0.0013) cm�1 AvT¼32 ¼ ð3:179� 0:005Þ cm�1

31PX=1(v = 6) constants were fixed at the values given in Ref. [11] (corrected using the recent ground state constants of Russier et al. [70]). The
33PX=1(v = 32) � 31PX=1(v = 6) spin–orbit interaction constant |n| was obtained from the average splitting of the mutually perturbing
33PX=0(v = 32,J = 19, f) � 31PX=1(v = 6,J = 19, f) levels, as described in the text. Uncertainties listed in the table represent statistical error bars only (1r).
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jnj ¼ ð0:0572� 0:0014Þ cm�1; ð5Þ

where the error bar is statistical (1r). We believe that this
value of |n| is more accurate than the value that is obtained
by allowing this parameter to vary in the deperturbation
analysis [|n| = (0.054 ± 0.013)cm�1]. Next we carried out
a second round of deperturbation by setting n =
0.0572 cm�1 and refitting the parameters Tv, Av, Bv, Dv,
and Hv for the 33P(v = 32) state. Final values of all the best
fit parameters are provided in Table 1. A plot of the mea-
sured and calculated energies is shown in Fig. 2.

As described in Refs. [9,14], and [52] the magnitude of
the spin–orbit matrix element n is given approximately as
a product of an electronic term |Hel| times a vibrational
overlap integral:

jnj ¼ jH elj � jh33PðvT ¼ 32Þj31PðvS ¼ 6Þij: ð6Þ

We calculated the vibrational overlap integral to be
|Æ33P(vT = 32) |31P(vS = 6)æ| = 0.0174 using Le Roy’s pro-
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Fig. 2. Measured energies (solid circles) and calculated energies (solid
lines) of the NaK 31PX=1(v = 6,J, e/f) and 33PX=0,1,2(v = 32,J, e/f)
rovibrational levels plotted as a function of J(J + 1). The three parallel
lines represent levels of the 33P state X = 0, 1, and 2 components (from
lowest to highest energy, respectively), while the line crossing diagonally
from lower left to upper right represents 31P levels. Energy splittings due
to lambda doubling are too small to be seen in this diagram.
gram LEVEL [71], and the 33P and 31P potentials from
Refs. [15] and [11], respectively. From this, we found

jH elj ¼ ð3:29� 0:07Þ cm�1: ð7Þ

For isoconfigurational 1P and 3P states, |Hel| should be
compared to the essentially identical value of the 33P state
spin–orbit constant AvT¼32. In the present work, we
obtained the value AvT¼32 ¼ ð3:179� 0:005Þ cm�1, which
is consistent with |Hel| and with AvT values obtained for
many different NaK 33P vibrational levels that were
reported in Ref. [15].
4. Quantum interference

It is well known that when more than one quantum
mechanical path leads to the same final state, quantum
interference effects may be observed (see Ref. [52], chapter
6 and references therein). Quantum interference effects are
vividly displayed in the data presented in Fig. 3, which
shows excitation spectra for the 33PX=0(v = 32,
J = 19) � 31PX=1(v = 6,J = 19) e symmetry pair. In
Fig. 3a, the 33P0(v = 32,J = 19, e) � 31P1(v = 6,J = 19,
e) levels are excited from a ‘‘pure’’ singlet intermediate state
2(A)1R+(v = 16,J = 18), and no interference effects are
observed. Each member of the pair of upper levels is a
strong mixture of singlet and triplet amplitudes. However,
as can be seen from the hyperfine structure displayed in
Fig. 3a, the higher energy level clearly has slightly more
triplet character while the lower energy level has slightly
more singlet character. Figs. 3b and c show the same two
upper levels excited through the predominantly triplet
components of the mixed window levels 1(b)3P0(v = 17,
J = 18) � 2(A)1R+(v = 18,J = 18) and 1(b)3P0(v = 17,
J = 20) � 2(A)1R+(v = 18,J = 20), respectively. In each of
these two cases, each upper state can be excited through
two different quantum mechanical paths; a ‘‘singlet path’’
31P1(v = 6,J = 19, e) ‹ 2(A)1R+(v = 18, J 0 = J ± 1) and
a ‘‘triplet path’’ 33P0(v = 32,J = 19, e) ‹ 1(b)3P0(v = 17,
J 0 = J ± 1). As can be seen, almost complete destructive
interference between the two excitation channels occurs
for one or the other of the two upper states, depending
on whether J 0 = J � 1 or J 0 = J + 1.

We can understand these observations by considering
the following argument based upon the schematic energy
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level diagram of Fig. 4. In the two-state approximation,
the state function for each level of the upper
33P0(v = 32,J = 19, e) � 31P1(v = 6, J = 19, e) pair of lev-
els (labeled |3aæ and |3bæ in Fig. 4) can be written as a linear
combination of triplet and singlet amplitudes described by
a mixing angle u:
b
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j3ai ¼ � sin uj33P0ðv ¼ 32; J ¼ 19; eÞi
þ cos uj31P1ðv ¼ 6; J ¼ 19; eÞi ð8aÞ

j3bi ¼ cos uj33P0ðv ¼ 32; J ¼ 19; eÞi
þ sin uj31P1ðv ¼ 6; J ¼ 19; eÞi: ð8bÞ

Here we note that it is always possible to choose a self-con-
sistent set of phases such that all off-diagonal matrix ele-
ments of the Hamiltonian, transition moments, and
mixing coefficients are real numbers [52,72,73]. It is straight-
forward to show that if the unperturbed triplet level lies
higher in energy than the unperturbed singlet level, then

cos u ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2
p 1þ DE0=2

½H 2
SO þ ðDE0=2Þ2�1=2

" #1=2

P 0; ð9aÞ

where DE0 � E33P0ðv¼32;J¼19;eÞ � E31Pðv¼6;J¼19;eÞ is the energy
difference between the unperturbed triplet and singlet
levels, and HSO = Æ33P0(v = 32,J = 19, e)|HSO|31P(v = 6,
J = 19, e)æ. Similarly,

sin u ¼ � 1ffiffiffi
2
p 1� DE0=2

½H 2
SO þ ðDE0=2Þ2�1=2

" #1=2

ð9bÞ

carries the same sign as HSO [i.e. the upper sign in Eq. (9b)
is used if HSO > 0 and the lower sign is used if HSO < 0]. If
we now consider relatively weak excitation (so that stimu-
lated emission terms can be neglected) to each of these lev-
els from an intermediate state |2æ that is a fairly pure singlet
level such as |2(A)1R+(v = 16, J = 18, e)æ (i.e., the dashed
horizontal line and vertical arrows in Fig. 4), then we can
write a steady-state rate equation for the population (n3i)
in either upper state (i = a or b):

_n3i ¼ 0 ¼ B3i 2Iproben2 � C3in3i; ð10Þ

with solution

n3i ¼
B3i 2Iproben2

C3i
: ð11Þ

In these expressions, n2 is the population in the intermedi-
ate level 2, C3i is the total (radiative plus collisional) decay
rate out of level 3i, Iprobe is the probe laser intensity, and
B3i‹2 is the Einstein B coefficient for absorption to level 3i

from level 2. Due to the selection rule on spin, DS = 0, the
Einstein B coefficient depends on the singlet channel dipole
Fig. 3. NaK PFOODR excitation lines demonstrating quantum
interference effects. The probe laser frequency is scanned over
transitions to the mixed 33P(v = 32,J = 19, e) � 31P(v = 6,J = 19, e)
levels (levels 3a and 3b in Fig. 4) from various intermediate levels
while total bound-free 33P fi 1(a)3R+ (green) fluorescence is moni-
tored. The intermediate levels are (a) 2(A)1R+(v = 16,J = 18) (level 2);
(b) the predominantly triplet component of the mixed pair
1(b)3P0(v = 17, J = 18) � 2(A)1R+(v = 18,J = 18) (level 2a); (c) the
predominantly triplet component of the mixed pair 1(b)3P0(v = 17,
J = 20) � 2(A)1R+(v = 18,J = 20) (level 2c); (d) the predominantly
singlet component of the mixed pair 1(b)3P0(v = 17,J = 18) �
2(A)1R+(v = 18,J = 18) (level 2b); and (e) the predominantly singlet
component of the mixed pair 1(b)3P0(v = 17, J = 20) � 2(A)1R+(v = 18,
J = 20) (level 2d).



Fig. 4. Schematic energy level diagram showing the pump and probe laser transitions used to demonstrate quantum interference effects. The dashed
arrows show excitation of the upper mixed 33P(v = 32,J = 19, e) � 31P(v = 6,J = 19, e) levels (levels 3a and 3b) through a ‘‘pure’’ singlet intermediate
level 2(A)1R+(v = 16,J = 18) (level 2). The solid arrows show excitation of the same upper levels through the mixed intermediate levels 1(b)3P0(v = 17,
J = 18) � 2(A)1R+(v = 18,J = 18) and 1(b)3P0(v = 17,J = 20) � 2(A)1R+(v = 18,J = 20) (levels 2a–2d).
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matrix element squared, jh31P1ð6; 19Þĵe � l* jA1Rþð16; 18Þij2
(̂e is the probe laser polarization vector), times the square
of the singlet amplitude in the upper state (cos2u for state
3a and sin2u for state 3b).

For the data shown in Fig. 3, the excitation was moni-
tored by detecting fluorescence in the green spectral range,
corresponding to transitions from the upper state to the
repulsive 1(a)3R+ state. The fluorescence signal for level
3i is proportional to the upper state population n3i times
the radiative decay rate C3i!a3Rþ . Due to the dipole selec-
tion rule on spin, this radiative rate is equal to the triplet
channel radiative rate C33P0ð32;19;eÞ!a3Rþ times the square of
the upper state triplet amplitude. Thus using Eq. (11) and
the relationship between the Einstein B coefficient
and the dipole matrix element, we can write

ðI3a 2Þgreen/ e33P!a3Rþ sin2 uC33P!a3Rþn3a

/ e33P!a3Rþ sin2 u
C33P!a3Rþ

C3a
B3a 2Iproben2

/ e33P!a3Rþ sin2 ucos2 u
C33P!a3Rþ

C3a
Iproben2

�jh31P1ð6;19Þĵe � l* jA1Rþð16;18Þij2;

ð12aÞ
and similarly

ðI3b 2Þgreen / e33P!a3Rþ cos2 uC33P!a3Rþn3b

/ e33P!a3Rþ cos2 u
C33P!a3Rþ

C3b
B3b 2Iproben2

/ e33P!a3Rþ cos2 u sin2 u
C33P!a3Rþ

C3b
Iproben2

� jh31P1ð6; 19Þĵe � l* jA1Rþð16; 18Þij2:
ð12bÞ

In these expressions, the subscripts ‘‘green’’ and 3i ‹ 2
remind us that these are intensities of green fluorescence
associated with transitions to the 1(a)3R+ state measured
when the upper state 3i is populated from the singlet level
2. Also, the factor e33P!a3Rþ represents the average absolute
detection system efficiency over the full range of
33P0(32, 19,e) fluorescence wavelengths, the fluorescence
collection solid angle divided by 4p, etc. Since the propor-
tionality factor is the same in (12a) and (12b), we find that
the intensity ratio for green fluorescence detection is given
by
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I3a 2

I3b 2

� �
green

¼ C3b

C3a

¼
C31P1ð6;19;eÞ sin2 uþ C33P0ð32;19;eÞ cos2 u

C31P1ð6;19;eÞ cos2 uþ C33P0ð32;19;eÞ sin2 u

" #
;

ð13Þ

where in the last step we have written the total decay rate
out of level 3i as a weighted sum of 31P1(6, 19,e) and
33P0(32,19,e) decay rates.

If we carry out the same analysis for the situation where
we only detect violet fluorescence, corresponding to radia-
tive transitions terminating on the ground state 1(X)1R+,
we obtain

I3a 2

I3b 2

� �
violet

¼ cos4 u

sin4 u

C3b

C3a

¼ cos4 u

sin4 u

C31P1ð6;19;eÞ sin2 uþC33P0ð32;19;eÞ cos2 u

C31P1ð6;19;eÞ cos2 uþC33P0ð32;19;eÞ sin2 u

" #
:

ð14Þ

In this case, the factors sin2 uC33P!a3Rþ appearing
in Eq. (12a) and cos2 uC33P!a3Rþ in Eq. (12b) for the
green (triplet) fluorescence channel are replaced by
cos2 uC31P!X 1Rþ and sin2 uC31P!X 1Rþ respectively in the
violet (singlet) fluorescence channel. Thus when the ratio
is taken, analogously to Eq. (13), the factor cos2u/sin2u
multiplies the cos2u/sin2u from the excitation step to
yield the cos4u/sin4u appearing in Eq. (14). The upper
state mixing angle is easily obtained from the ratio of
these ratios:

tan u ¼ sin u
cos u

¼
ðI3a 2=I3b 2Þgreen

ðI3a 2=I3b 2Þviolet

� �1=4

: ð15Þ

From the measured ratios (I3a‹2/I3b‹2)green =
(1.06 ± 0.02) (Fig. 3a) and (I3a‹2/I3b‹2)violet = (2.86 ±
0.16) (from similar data recorded with violet fluorescence
filters) we obtain a preliminary value |u| = (38.0 ± 0.5)�
for the 33P0(v = 32,J = 19, e) � 31P1(v = 6,J = 19, e)
mixing angle. However, since only tan4u is determined
from the ratio of the green and violet fluorescence ratios,
we cannot use these data to determine the sign of u.

Finally, we can solve Eq. (13) for the ratio of the total
decay rates out of the (unperturbed) 33P0(32, 19,e) and
31P1(6,19,e) levels:

C33P0ð32;19;eÞ

C31P1ð6;19;eÞ
¼ ðC3b=C3aÞ � tan2 u

1� ðC3b=C3aÞ tan2 u
: ð16Þ

The preliminary value (C3b/C3a) 	 (I3a‹2/I3b‹2)green =
(1.06 ± 0.02) yields C33P0ð32;19;eÞ=C31P1ð6;19;eÞ 	 ð1:27� 0:12Þ.
We note that these values for u, C3b/C3a, and
C33P0ð32;19;eÞ=C31P1ð6;19;eÞ will be improved by a fitting proce-
dure described below.

Next we consider excitation of levels 3a and 3b from one
of the J = 18 or J = 20 mixed intermediate window levels
2a–2d (see Fig. 4), which are characterized by mixing angles
h18 and h20:

j2ai ¼ cos h18j1ðbÞ3P0ðv ¼ 17; J ¼ 18; eÞi
� sin h18j2ðAÞ1Rþðv ¼ 18; J ¼ 18; eÞi ð17aÞ

j2bi ¼ sin h18j1ðbÞ3P0ðv ¼ 17; J ¼ 18; eÞi
þ cos h18j2ðAÞ1Rþðv ¼ 18; J ¼ 18; eÞi ð17bÞ

j2ci ¼ cos h20j1ðbÞ3P0ðv ¼ 17; J ¼ 20; eÞi
� sin h20j2ðAÞ1Rþðv ¼ 18; J ¼ 20; eÞi ð17cÞ

j2di ¼ sin h20j1ðbÞ3P0ðv ¼ 17; J ¼ 20; eÞi
þ cos h20j2ðAÞ1Rþðv ¼ 18; J ¼ 20; eÞi: ð17dÞ

In these expressions, cosh19±1 and sinh19±1 are defined
by equations that are analogous to Eqs. (9), but where
we define DE0 � EA1Rþðv¼18;J¼19�1;eÞ � Eb3P0ðv¼17;J¼19�1;eÞ > 0
since it was shown in Ref. [14] that the lower energy level
in each pair (2a and 2c) is the predominantly triplet compo-
nent of the J = 18 and 20 mixed levels, respectively, and
HSO = ÆA1R+(18, 19 ± 1)|HSO|b3P0(17, 19 ± 1)æ. Again,
cosh19±1 > 0 and sinh19±1 carries the same sign as HSO.

For excitation of the upper level 3i from any of these
mixed intermediate levels 2j the rate equations yield

n3i ¼
B3i 2jIproben2j

C3i
: ð18Þ

However in this case, the Einstein B coefficient for absorp-
tion has contributions from singlet and triplet excitation
channels. For example, for excitation of level 3a from level
2a we find

B3a 2a / j � cos u sin h18h31P1ð6; 19Þĵe � l* jA1Rþð18; 18Þi
� sin u cos h18h33P0ð32; 19Þĵe � l* jb3P0ð17; 18Þij2;

ð19Þ

where we must now add the amplitudes before squaring.
Using the same analysis as before, the fluorescence signal
associated with level 3a recorded in the green detection
channel, can be written as

ðI3a 2aÞgreen/ e33P!a3Rþ sin2 u
C33P!a3Rþ

C3a
Iproben2a

�jcosusinh18h31P1ð6;19Þĵe � l* jA1Rþð18;18Þi
þ sinucosh18h33P0ð32;19Þĵe � l* jb3P0ð17;18Þij2:

ð20aÞ

Similarly we find

ðI3b 2aÞgreen/ e33P!a3Rþ cos2 u
C33P!a3Rþ

C3b
Iproben2a

�j� sinusinh18h31P1ð6;19Þĵe � l* jA1Rþð18;18Þi
þ cosucosh18h33P0ð32;19Þĵe � l* jb3P0ð17;18Þij2:

ð20bÞ
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In these expressions, we see the origins of both construc-
tive and destructive interference between the singlet and
triplet excitation channels. The ratio of these fluorescence
signals can be expressed as
I3a 2a

I3b 2a

� �
green

¼ sin2 u
cos2 u

C3b

C3a

� j cos u sin h18h31P1ð6; 19Þĵe � l* jA1Rþð18; 18Þi þ sin u cos h18h33P0ð32; 19Þĵe � l* jb3P0ð17; 18Þij2

j � sin u sin h18h31P1ð6; 19Þĵe � l* jA1Rþð18; 18Þi þ cos u cos h18h33P0ð32; 19Þĵe � l* jb3P0ð17; 18Þij2
: ð21Þ
Fig. 3b shows green fluorescence signals recorded when
the mixed pair 33P0(v = 32,J = 19,e)� 31P1(v = 6,J = 19, e)
(i.e. levels 3a and 3b) was excited from the predominantly
triplet component (level 2a) of the intermediate level pair
1(b)3P0(v = 17,J = 18) � 2(A)1R+(v = 18, J = 18) (R line
excitation). Essentially complete destructive interference
is observed in the 3a ‹ 2a excitation channel, implying
that the numerator in Eq. (21) is much smaller than the
denominator.

Fig. 3c shows green fluorescence signals recorded when
the same mixed pair 33P0(v = 32,J = 19, e) � 31P1(v = 6,
J = 19, e) was excited from the predominantly triplet
component (level 2c) of the intermediate level pair
1(b)3P0(v = 17,J = 20) � 2(A)1R+(v = 18,J = 20) (P line
excitation). Using the same arguments as before we can
write the following expression for the fluorescence ratio
I3a 2c

I3b 2c

� �
green

¼ sin2 u
cos2 u

C3b

C3a

� j cos u sin h20h31P1ð6; 19Þĵe � l* jA1Rþð18; 20Þi þ sin u cos h20h33P0ð32; 19Þĵe � l* jb3P0ð17; 20Þij2

j � sin u sin h20h31P1ð6; 19Þĵe � l* jA1Rþð18; 20Þi þ cos u cos h20h33P0ð32; 19Þĵe � l* jb3P0ð17; 20Þij2
: ð22Þ
In this case, essentially complete destructive interference is
observed in the 3b ‹ 2c excitation channel, implying that
the denominator of Eq. (22) is much smaller than the
numerator.

We note here that the sign of the interference is an obser-
vable quantity and therefore it cannot depend on the arbi-
trary phase of any basis function. The cross terms in Eqs.
(21) and (22) involve the product sin u cos u
sin h19�1 cos h19�1h31P1ð6; 19Þĵe � l

* jA1Rþð18; 19 � 1Þi
hb3P0ð17; 19� 1Þĵe � l* j33P0ð32; 19Þi. From Eqs. (9), it is
easy to show that sin u cos u ¼ 1

2
H SO½H 2

SO þ ðDE0=2Þ2��1=2,
and thus is proportional to, and takes the sign
of, the corresponding spin orbit matrix element
h33P0ð32; 19ÞjHSOj31P1ð6; 19Þi. Similarly, sin h19�1 cos h19�1

/ hA1Rþð18; 19� 1ÞjH SOjb3P0ð17; 19� 1Þi. Therefore, the
sense of the interference effect is determined by the product
of two transition moments and two perturbation matrix ele-
ments. Each electronic and vibrational wavefunction
appears twice in this product; once as a bra and once as a
ket. Thus the result is not affected by the arbitrary phase
choice for the basis functions.

In the two cases discussed above, the upper levels have
comparable singlet and triplet amplitudes, while the inter-
mediate levels have quite different singlet and triplet ampli-
tudes (both �86% triplet according to Ref. [14]). But this is
compensated by the much larger singlet channel dipole
matrix element, so that almost complete cancellation can
be observed. We also note that although h18 	 h20, the
obvious sign difference between the numerator of Eq. (21)
and the denominator of (22) (the two cases where almost
complete cancellation is observed) can be attributed to
the difference in the sign of the R and P line singlet dipole
matrix elements (see below).

According to Ref. [52] (Section 6.3.2), in the space fixed
coordinate system (XYZ) and with a linearly polarized
probe laser (polarized along Z), we can write

ê � l* ¼ lZ ¼
1

2
aþZ l� þ 1

2
a�Z lþ þ az

Zlz; ð23Þ
where the aj
I � Î � ĵ are direction cosine operator compo-

nents linking unit vectors in the space fixed (XYZ) and
body fixed (xyz) coordinate systems, a�Z � ax

Z � iay
Z and

l± ” lx ± ily. This expression allows us to factor dipole
matrix elements into electronic-transition-specific, mole-
cule-fixed, nonrotating molecule matrix elements of lj

times rotating molecule matrix elements of aj
Z . Writing

the molecular wavefunctions as products |XJMæ|nKSRæ,
where n specifies the electronic state and vibrational level,
S is the electronic spin, R and K are the projections of elec-
tron spin and electron orbital angular momenta onto the
internuclear axis, X = K + R, and M is the component of
the nuclear rotation J along the laboratory fixed Z axis,
it can be shown that for DX = 0 transitions

hn0KSRjhXJ 0M jlZ jXJ 00Mijn00KSRi
¼ lk½n0K; n00K�hXJ 0M jaz

Z jXJ 00Mi; ð24aÞ

while for DX = ± 1 transitions
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hn0ðK� 1ÞSRjhðX� 1ÞJ 0M jlZ jXJ 00Mijn00KSRi

¼ 1ffiffiffi
2
p l?½n0ðK� 1Þ; n00K�hðX� 1ÞJ 0M ja
Z jXJ 00Mi: ð24bÞ
In these expressions, lk½n0K; n00K� � hn0Kjlzjn00Ki and
1ffiffi
2
p l?½n0ðK� 1Þ; n00K� � hn0ðK� 1Þjl�jn00Ki. Using e/f sym-
metrized basis functions 1ffiffi

2
p fjXJMijnKSRi � j � XJMi

jn;�K; S;�Rig, corresponding to the observed levels in
the present case, one can show that the factor of 1=

ffiffiffi
2
p

in
Eq. (24b) does not appear for R+ fi P transitions [52].
Evaluating the matrix elements of aj

Z with the help of
Ref. [72] (Table 6, page 31), we find

h33P0ð32; JÞjlZ jb3P0ð17; J � 1Þi

¼ lk½33Pðv ¼ 32Þ; b3Pðv ¼ 17Þ� 1

ðJÞ

� ðJ þ XÞðJ � XÞðJ þMÞðJ �MÞ
ð2J � 1Þð2J þ 1Þ

� �1=2

¼ lk½33Pðv ¼ 32Þ; b3Pðv ¼ 17Þ� ðJ þMÞðJ �MÞ
ð2J � 1Þð2J þ 1Þ

� �1=2

ð25aÞ
h33P0ð32;JÞjlZ jb3P0ð17;J þ 1Þi

¼ lk½33Pðv¼ 32Þ;b3Pðv¼ 17Þ� 1

ðJ þ 1Þ

� ðJ þXþ 1ÞðJ �Xþ 1ÞðJ þM þ 1ÞðJ �M þ 1Þ
ð2J þ 3Þð2J þ 1Þ

� �1=2

¼ lk½33Pðv¼ 32Þ;b3Pðv¼ 17Þ�

� ðJ þM þ 1ÞðJ �M þ 1Þ
ð2J þ 3Þð2J þ 1Þ

� �1=2

ð25bÞ
h31P1ð6; JÞjlZ jA1Rþð18; J � 1Þi

¼ �l?½31Pðv ¼ 6Þ;A1Rþðv ¼ 18Þ� 1

ðJÞ

� ðJ þ XÞðJ þ Xþ 1ÞðJ þMÞðJ �MÞ
ð2J � 1Þð2J þ 1Þ

� �1=2

¼ �l?½31Pðv ¼ 6Þ;A1Rþðv ¼ 18Þ� ðJ þ 1Þ
J

� �1=2

� ðJ þMÞðJ �MÞ
ð2J � 1Þð2J þ 1Þ

� �1=2

ð25cÞ
I3a 2b

I3b 2b

� �
green

¼ sin2 u
cos2 u

C3b

C3a

j cos u cos h18h31P1ð6; 19Þĵe � l* jA1Rþ

j sin u cos h18h31P1ð6; 19Þĵe � l* jA1Rþ

¼ sin2 u
cos2 u

C3b

C3a

� l?½31Pðv¼6Þ;A1Rþðv¼18Þ�
lk½33Pðv¼32Þ;b3Pðv¼17Þ�

20
19

� �1=2 � tan u
			
� tan u l?½31Pðv¼6Þ;A1Rþðv¼18Þ�

lk½33Pðv¼32Þ;b3Pðv¼17Þ�
20
19

� �1=2 þ
			
h31P1ð6; JÞjlZ jA1Rþð18; J þ 1Þi

¼ l?½31Pðv ¼ 6Þ;A1Rþðv ¼ 18Þ� 1

ðJ þ 1Þ

� ðJ � Xþ 1ÞðJ � XÞðJ þM þ 1ÞðJ �M þ 1Þ
ð2J þ 3Þð2J þ 1Þ

� �1=2

¼ l?½31Pðv ¼ 6Þ;A1Rþðv ¼ 18Þ� J
ðJ þ 1Þ

� �1=2

� ðJ þM þ 1ÞðJ �M þ 1Þ
ð2J þ 3Þð2J þ 1Þ

� �1=2

ð25dÞ

where in the second step of each expression we have used the
fact that X = 0 for the lower state of each transition. The
critical minus sign appearing in Eq. (25c) but not Eq. (25d)
is responsible for the reversal of the constructive and
destructive interference for the two upper levels when they
are excited using R vs. P line pumping. Quantum interfer-
ence occurs for each value of M separately, and we can derive
a relationship between the fluorescence ratios and the ratio
of singlet and triplet channel electronic dipole matrix ele-
ments. Inserting (25a) and (25c) into Eq. (21) with J = 19,
and noting that the M dependent terms cancel, we find

I3a 2a

I3b 2a

� �
green

¼ sin2 u
cos2 u

C3b

C3a

�
� l?½31Pðv¼6Þ;A1Rþðv¼18Þ�

lk½33Pðv¼32Þ;b3Pðv¼17Þ�
20
19

� �1=2 þ tan u cot h18

			 			2
tan u l?½31Pðv¼6Þ;A1Rþðv¼18Þ�

lk½33Pðv¼32Þ;b3Pðv¼17Þ�
20
19

� �1=2 þ cot h18

			 			2 :

ð26aÞ
Similarly, inserting (25b) and (25d) into Eq. (22) we obtain

I3a 2c

I3b 2c

� �
green

¼ sin2 u
cos2 u

C3b

C3a

�
l?½31Pðv¼6Þ;A1Rþðv¼18Þ�
lk½33Pðv¼32Þ;b3Pðv¼17Þ�

19
20

� �1=2 þ tan u cot h20

			 			2
� tan u l?½31Pðv¼6Þ;A1Rþðv¼18Þ�

lk½33Pðv¼32Þ;b3Pðv¼17Þ�
19
20

� �1=2 þ cot h20

			 			2 :
ð26bÞ

When the upper levels 3a and 3b are excited from the pre-
dominantly singlet components (2b and 2d) of the mixed
intermediate states, we again observe interference effects.
But in these cases, only a partial cancellation is observed.
Fig. 3d and e show the corresponding fluorescence scans.
Using similar arguments to those above, we calculate the
intensity ratios ðI3a 2b=I3b 2bÞgreen and ðI3a 2d=I3b 2dÞgreen

associated with excitation from these predominantly singlet
components of the intermediate window levels. We find
ð18; 18Þi � sin u sin h18h33P0ð32; 19Þĵe � l* jb3P0ð17; 18Þij2

ð18; 18Þi þ cos u sin h18h33P0ð32; 19Þĵe � l* jb3P0ð17; 18Þij2

tan h18

			2
tan h18

			2
ð27aÞ
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and
I3a 2d

I3b 2d

� �
green

¼ sin2 u
cos2 u

C3b

C3a

j cos u cos h20h31P1ð6; 19Þĵe � l* jA1Rþð18; 20Þi � sin u sin h20h33P0ð32; 19Þĵe � l* jb3P0ð17; 20Þij2

j sin u cos h20h31P1ð6; 19Þĵe � l* jA1Rþð18; 20Þi þ cos u sin h20h33P0ð32; 19Þĵe � l* jb3P0ð17; 20Þij2

¼ sin2 u
cos2 u

C3b

C3a

l?½31Pðv¼6Þ;A1Rþðv¼18Þ�
lk½33Pðv¼32Þ;b3Pðv¼17Þ�

19
20

� �1=2 � tan u tan h20

			 			2
tan u l?½31Pðv¼6Þ;A1Rþðv¼18Þ�

lk½33Pðv¼32Þ;b3Pðv¼17Þ�
19
20

� �1=2 þ tan h20

			 			2 :
ð27bÞ
We note that for violet fluorescence (singlet channel) detec-
tion, the leading sin2u/cos2u factor in Eqs. (26) and (27) is
simply replaced by cos2u/sin2u.

Green and violet fluorescence signals were recorded fol-
lowing excitation of levels 3a and 3b from all five levels 2,
2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d. According to Eqs. (13), (26) and (27) and
the analogous expressions for violet fluorescence detection,
the I3a/I3b fluorescence ratios depend on the three mixing
angles u, h18, and h20, the ratio of decay rates C3b/C3a,

and the ratio l?½31Pðv¼6Þ;A1Rþðv¼18Þ�
lk½33Pðv¼32Þ;b3Pðv¼17Þ� . These five parameters

were varied to give the best fit (in the least-squares sense)
to the measured intensity ratios. In each case, it was
assumed that the ratio of the weak fluorescence component
to the strong component could be measured to within�0.02.
Table 2
Measured and calculated fluorescence ratios

Intermediate
state level

Detection
channel

(I3a‹2i/I3b‹2i)
measured

(I3a‹2i/I3b‹2i)
calculated

2 Green 1.06 ± 0.02 1.08 ± 0.02
2 Violet 2.86 ± 0.16 2.94 ± 0.12
2a Green 0.016 ± 0.02 0.005 ± 0.005
2a Violet 0.033 ± 0.02 0.013 ± 0.014
2b Green 1.69 ± 0.06 1.66 ± 0.08
2b Violet 4.81 ± 0.46 4.54 ± 0.28
2c Green 24.0 ± 11.5 19.4 ± 6.5
2c Violet 73.1 ± 106.8 53.0 ± 17.4
2d Green 0.58 ± 0.02 0.58 ± 0.02
2d Violet 1.59 ± 0.05 1.58 ± 0.08

In each case, the uncertainties in the measured ratios (when defined as the
weaker component divided by the stronger component) are taken to be
�0.02. Calculated values are obtained using Eqs. (13), (26) and (27) and
the analogous expressions for violet fluorescence detection, with the best
fit parameters of Table 3.

Table 3
Best fit parameters used to calculate the fluorescence ratios given in Table 2

Parameter Interpretation

u Mixing angle for levels |3aæ and |3bæ
h18 Mixing angle for levels |2aæ and |2bæ
h20 Mixing angle for levels |2cæ and |2dæ
C3b/C3a Ratio of decay rates of two upper levels
ðC33P0ð32;19;eÞ=C31P1ð6;19;eÞÞa Ratio of 33P and 31P decay rates
l?½31Pðv¼6Þ;A1Rþðv¼18Þ�
lk½33Pðv¼32Þ;b3Pðv¼17Þ� Ratio of electronic-transition-specific nonrotatin

When possible, the parameter values are compared to those from other refere
a From Eq. (16).
b The phase convention adopted here is different from that used in Ref. [14].

the present work.
Table 2 gives a comparison between the best fit calculated
intensity ratios and the measured ratios. Table 3 gives the
best fit parameters. Error bars were determined using tech-
niques outlined in chapter 8 of Bevington’s text [74].
5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have studied the mutually perturbing
33PX=0,1,2(v = 32,J, e/f) and 31PX=1(v = 6,J, e/f) levels of
the NaK molecule using the OODR technique. A depertur-
bation analysis has allowed us to determine the
33PX=0,1,2(v = 32) molecular constants, including the 33P
state spin–orbit constant Av=32 = 3.179 cm�1. The latter
is consistent with values reported in Ref. [15].

The 33PX=0(v = 32,J = 19) � 31PX=1(v = 6,J = 19) f
symmetry pair is almost a perfect 50–50 singlet/triplet mix-
ture. In fact, when these levels are populated from the
2(A)1R+(v = 16,J = 19) state and fluorescence is monitored
in the green and violet detection channels, we can write an
expression analogous to Eq. (15) that provides a direct
determination of the mixing angle for this f symmetry pair:

tan uf ¼
I3aðf Þ A1Rþðv¼16;J¼19Þ=I3bðf Þ A1Rþðv¼16;J¼19Þ
� �

green

I3aðf Þ A1Rþðv¼16;J¼19Þ=I3bðf Þ A1Rþðv¼16;J¼19Þ
� �

violet

" #1=4

:

ð28Þ
Here I3iðf Þ A1Rþðv¼16;J¼19Þ is the fluorescence signal recorded
following excitation of the f symmetry analog of level 3i,
and uf is the mixing angle. Our measurements show that
ðI3aðf Þ A1Rþðv¼16;J¼19Þ=I3bðf Þ A1Rþðv¼16;J¼19ÞÞgreen 	 0:94 and
ðI3aðf Þ A1Rþðv¼16;J¼19Þ=I3bðf Þ A1Rþðv¼16;J¼19ÞÞviolet 	 0:88 (see
Best fit value Other values

(37.87 ± 0.24)�
(14.5 ± 1.3)� 21.6� Ref. [14]b

(20.5 ± 0.8)� 22.2� Ref. [14]b

1.076 ± 0.022
1.35 ± 0.13

g molecule dipole matrix elements 2.46 ± 0.10

nces. Uncertainties for the fitted parameters are 1r.

Values from Ref. [14] reported here correspond to the phase convention of
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Figs. 1b and d, respectively), indicating that uf 	 45.5�.
Therefore, from this analysis we find that the f symmetry pair
is a 50.9–49.1 mixture, which is certainly consistent with our
50–50 hypothesis. This f symmetry pair also allows us to
determine an accurate value for the 33PX=1(v = 32) �
31PX=1(v = 6) spin–orbit interaction constant. [We note that
the small difference between the 50.9–49.1 mixing ratio
determined here and the 50–50 mixing used to determine |n|
in Section 3, does not affect the value of |n| at the level of
accuracy with which it is reported in Eq. (5).]

In addition, we observed quantum interference in the
33PX=0(v = 32,J = 19) � 31PX=1(v = 6,J = 19) e symme-
try levels when they are populated from mixed singlet/trip-
let intermediate state levels. From the measured
fluorescence ratios we were able to determine the mixing
angle of the upper levels 33PX=0(v = 32,J = 19,
e) � 31PX=1(v = 6,J = 19, e) and of the intermediate levels
1(b)3PX=0(v = 17, J = 18) � 2(A)1R+(v = 18,J = 18) and
1(b)3PX=0(v = 17, J = 20) � 2(A)1R+(v = 18,J = 20). We
obtained u = (37.9 ± 0.2)� for the 33PX=0(v = 32,J = 19,
e) � 31PX=1(v = 6,J = 19, e) pair, indicating that this is a
38–62 singlet/triplet mixture. The values for the intermedi-
ate state mixing angles determined here, h18 = (14.5 ± 1.3)�
and h20 = (20.5 ± 0.8)� are in fairly good agreement with
the values h18 	 21.6� and h20 	 22.2� determined by Burns
et al. [14] from the measured hyperfine splittings. (We note
that the phase convention adopted here is different from
that used in Ref. [14]. Values from Ref. [14] reported here
correspond to the phase convention of the present work.)
Thus Burns’ analysis found that the J = 18 and 20 levels
each form an 86–14 mixture while the present analysis indi-
cates that the J = 18 pair is a 94–6 mixture and the J = 20
pair is an 88–12 mixture.

Finally, we have determined the ratio of decay rates for
the 31PX=1(v = 6, J = 19, e) and 33PX=0(v = 32, J = 19, e)
levels and the ratio of the singlet and triplet electronic tran-
sition dipole matrix elements. We found the decay rates to
be in a ratio C33P0ð32;19;eÞ=C31P1ð6;19;eÞ ¼ ð1:35� 0:13Þ, and
the ratio of the transition matrix elements is
l?½31Pðv¼6Þ;A1Rþðv¼18Þ�
lk½33Pðv¼32Þ;b3Pðv¼17Þ� 	 ð2:46� 0:10Þ. As a comparison with

the latter, we calculated the dipole matrix elements using
the theoretical NaK potentials and transition dipole
moments of Magnier et al. [75] in Le Roy’s program
LEVEL [71]. From these results, we determined a theoret-

ical value of l?½31Pðv¼6Þ;A1Rþðv¼18Þ�
lk½33Pðv¼32Þ;b3Pðv¼17Þ� 	 4:23. However, the

calculated ratio is extremely sensitive to the potentials used
in the calculation. Using the experimental potentials
of Refs. [15], [11], [76] and [77] with the theoretical
transition dipole moments of Magnier et al., we calculate
l?½31Pðv¼6Þ;A1Rþðv¼18Þ�
lk½33Pðv¼32Þ;b3Pðv¼17Þ� 	 1:85.
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